Program at a Glance

Thursday evening: 4-11-2013

3:00-7:00 Registration ........................................ Mathematics Lobby
4:00-6:00 Executive Committee ............................... Mathematics 010
4:00-5:00 Student game hour ................................. Mathematics Basement
6:30-7:00 Food for Calculus bowl ............................. Mathematics Basement
6:30-8:30 Short Course: Mathematics Biology ............. Mathematics 113

   Linda Allen, Sophia Jang, Lih-Ing Roeger, TTU

7:00-9:00 Calculus bowl ........................................ Biology LH100

Friday morning: 4-12-2013

8:00-5:00 Registration ........................................ Mathematics Lobby
8:00-10:00 TAAAMS ............................................ Mathematics 112
8:00-10:20 Undergraduate Paper Sessions .................. Mathematics Classrooms
8:30-10:45 Texas NExT ......................................... Mathematics 010
9:00-5:00 Exhibits .............................................. Mathematics 106
10:20-10:50 Morning tea ....................................... Mathematics Lobby
11:00-11:50 Student Forum .................................... Business Administration 105

   Michael Dorff, Director of Center for Undergraduate Research, BYU
   “How Math Is Changing The World”

12:00-12:50 Lunch

   Texas NExT (Box Lunch) .................................... Mathematics 010

Friday afternoon:

1:00-1:10 Welcome ............................................. Biology LH100
1:10-2:00 Welcoming Address ................................. Biology LH100

   Paul Zorn, Past President of MAA, St. Olaf's College
   “Extreme Calculus”
Friday afternoon (cont.):

2:10-3:10  Texas NEt  .................................................. Mathematics 010
2:10-3:30  Faculty and Graduate Student Paper Sessions  .......  Mathematics Classrooms
3:30-4:00  Afternoon Tea  ............................................... Mathematics Lobby
4:00-5:00  Faculty and Graduate Student Paper Sessions  .......  Mathematics Classrooms
5:00-6:00  Student Puzzle Party  ........................................
5:10-6:00  TexMATYC Meeting  ........................................ Mathematics 010
5:30-6:30  TTU Museum (Open for Banquet Guests)  ............... TTU Museum

   Entrance: West Doors

6:30-8:00  Awards Banquet  .............................................. TTU Museum

TTU Museum Sculpture Court

Saturday morning: 4-13-2013

7:00-8:00  Liaison Breakfast  ............................................. Mathematics Lobby
8:00-12:00 Exhibits  ..................................................... Mathematics 106
8:00-8:30  Business Meeting  ............................................. Biology LH100
8:40-9:30  Awards Address  ............................................. Biology LH100

   James Epperson, 2012 MAA Texas Outstanding Teacher, UTA

   “My Favorite Tools for Teaching and Learning Mathematics“

9:40-10:30 Plenary Address  ............................................. Biology LH100

   Zuming Feng, Team Leader US IMO, Phillips Exeter College

   “From Classroom to Contest”

10:40-11:30 Closing Address  ............................................. Biology LH100

   Graeme Fairweather, Editor: Math Reviews

   “Ethical and Responsible Conduct of Research”

11:30-12:00 Closing remarks  ............................................. Biology LH100